Reflection and acoustic canopies for PwC Dublin

Project. Professional services consultants, PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), planned a new head office for 2000 employees at the prominent Spencer Dock in Dublin in collaboration with Irish architects, Mullally Leonard Partnership.

Concept/Design. A multi-stage, creative process was set in motion. Following comprehensive, internal discussions the Basis Team – the PwC project team, the architects and Steelcase (office specialists) – would be complemented by Structurelab and Waldmann, who were responsible for dealing with photometric and acoustic issues.

Construction. To achieve optimum working area illumination and beneficial acoustic conditions, the reflection and acoustic ceiling canopy system type RX1 was the ideal solution for the specific spatial conditions at PwC. Sefar Architecture Fabric Interior AS 02-65-K provides a convincing solution thanks to the following properties: light reflection, noise absorption and the promotion of environmental well-being.

Project/Location: PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Dublin, Ireland
Fabric/System: SEFAR® Architecture Interior AS 02-65-K
Photography: STRUCTURELAB
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